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3.1.5 Introduction to organic chemistry- Asumirasmaspikafakakashan Students find that it is worth knowing and understanding the meaning of the term structural asumeresm, the position and active group we can accomplish the part asumerosis and branches any structure that can be developed. 1 Each carbon form can have four bonds (everything, one
double and two singles, etc.) 2 each hydrogen form one bond 3 each inorganic form two bonds this means that a molecular formula can have other possible structures. It is called assomyrism . Chains set up by Alkins and other organic inns may not be directly (actually crooked) but tied, i.e. carbon nuclear branches connected to the main mewasin china. This
special form of asumeresm is called China Asumerem. For example: Alcani C4H10 is present in two isomerica forms- a direct chain form and a tied form of protein mithelpropani asumeresm top posataonal asumeresm. When groups connected to a tom, or a hydrocarbon chain, change their position: 1-bromopropani 2-bromopropani top active group
asumeresm This is when a structured atom is so : The Athanwalk Acid Etheni-1, 2-diol is the molecular formula of both structures above C2H4O2, but it is clear that they are completely different inno, one carboilaq acid and the other one inswitchated (double bond) diol (two wine groups). Page 2 3.1.6 Alkins-Kasari should go as a raw alspikaphakatoon
student: Know that Alcans are on the tour that petroleum is basically of the hydrogen alkani A mixture consisting of different components of this mixture (hydrogen) can be produced at different levels in a fractioncolumn because the temperature gradual fryctoonating is these serid alcans. The Mathen Ethani Propane protein hydrocarbon chemical compounds
contain only carbon nuclear and hydrogen atoms. Each hydrocarbon has a different boiling point. It's easy because we use different swaying points to separate them. The top body characteristics of the hydrogen are the low-snow points of alcans. It's not until C30H62 that they become solid at room temperature. The swaying points of organic compounds can
give important sureag for other physical properties. The liquid is equal to the pressure of its bukhari pressure environment when the snare. Bukhari pressure is set by the cinating energy of the innos. The basic energy is related to the temperature and the mass and speed of the inno. When the temperature is reached boiling point, the average coinatic energy
of liquid particles is enough to overcome the forces of the spirit of retaining the innow. State. Then break these inns away from the gas state formation liquid. The wanp pressure is due to the balance between the gas state in the liquid state and the innos in the inns. When the liquid state has enough of the ino-cinating energy, they can escape from the surface
and convert to gas. Get the most freedom in individual pending inu coffee to escape at low temperatures of the cinator energy (valocutis). Bukhari pressure will be high and therefore the compound will be snowed at low temperatures. Above the micro-pollution inwhich internokin forces of different types cannot communicate with each other or move bonds
easily or rapidly, do not get the necessary kinetic energy to avoid liquid state. Therefore, the inu with strong intermolecular forces will have more swaying points. This is the result of increasing lying of increasing lying energy needed to break the intercellular bonds, so that individual innos can avoid liquids as gas. The boiling point is that one way of the amount
of energy needed to separate the inns into more than one liquid of another petroleum is the process of isolating many of the compounds present in crude petroleum. The principle used is that carbon chain, high temperatures in which the compounds will bear. Crude petroleum is hot and is converted into a gas. The gasis is approved by a pollution column
which cools as height increases. When a compound in the gas state is cool at its boiling point, it is condinasis in the liquid. Liquid dissling columns can be developed at different heights. The biggest demand for petrol is the fraction of the fraction of the fraction of the petroleum that the fraction uses. A barrel of crude petroleum is only 30-40% petrol.
Transportation demands are greater than that of crude oil to be converted into 50% petrol. Some petroleum fractions should be converted into petrol to meet this demand. This can be done by cracking-breaking large inno of heavy heating oil; improving low quality to change the molecular structure of the gissoline ino; or polymerization-establishing long innos
from small ones. For example, cracking in the laboratory if the pantani is about hot 500 º C coolant carbon carbon bond starts to break during the cracking process. Many types of compounds are included during the cracking process. Alcanin sit because carbon carbon bonds are not enough to wet all relationship positions. The petroleum above we put in the
car is that petrol is actually a mixture of many substances, designed to burn easily with the essential features by the engine. The main compound is the tied al-Kaani 2, 2, 4-Trimathelpaantini, C8H18, a part of the actine. All petrols are given an 'actin' rating, just as fuel easily goes to burn itself, unusually causes burning in the passtinus. This could add to the
effect known as 'knock', where the pastans effect on the piston walls create a knock sound and lead to engine loss over time. Fuel is compared to a test engine with a mixture of 2, 2, 4-tremathelandani (called iso-oxygen in the industry) and hepatini. This blend explains its oxygen rating that is burning with the same characteristics as petrol under. For
example, petrol with 90% iso-oxygen and 10% hepatini features the same knock as a mixture of 90% will be the oxygen rating. The 90 rating does not mean that petrol contains only iso-oxygen and hepatini in these ratios, but it has the same air and kindle properties. Page 3 3.1.6 Alkins-Crockkongspakafakasion Students Should Edit Alcans: Understand That
Cracking Includes Breaking C-C Bonds Z know that thermal cracking takes place at high pressure and high temperatures and is the product of a high percentage of alcania es (not required by mechanism) that know that the uppreeti cracking takes place under a slight pressure In the presence of high temperatures and a zizi etperivarity and primarily used to
produce motor fuel and fragrance scent hydrogen (mechanism is not needed) the economic reasons for cracking of understanding alkins (for example, etheny). Heavy fractions change in high value products) Alcania will be like these people of these infrastructure alcans In addition to two karbons on nearby Hadruhans, these are converted by a double bond
between the karbons. This is the position of carbon starting double bonds in the no. 1 names. No number is required in the first two members because there may be no dimensions. Etheni propini but-1-wolf-but-2-wolf-calculated-1-wolf top cracking is the process in which long and medium chain hydrocarbons are broken apart from giving hot and short chain
alcans, ales and hydrogen. The original products are quite random. There are three basic types of cracking: 1 Thermal Cracking 2 Highco Cracking 3 Atapriorti Cracking Thermal Cracking It is expensive because the hydrogens are under high temperature and pressure. The procedure is free radical and difficult to control the structure of the product, which are
a mixture of short chain alcans and ales. Allows low temperature to be reduced in irrigation and includes other benefits: Low partial pressure of hydrocarbon is good to help balance the right hand side. Collision cracking process with steam innow helps to over-steam and needs low temperature steam presence, as well as helps to collect carbon on the walls of
the creek. The ataparivarti cracking is a higher low temperature benefit. (Alomanatis and Salakatis) is used to promote an ionic mechanism by removing a hydrogen atom except for a karbunome ion, then breaks down except for reforms or different products. Products include high percentage of tied and distance alcans and ales. It is useful for the petroleum
industry. In all cases cracking products are back again for Fritacanall and separate dissocation as needed. Etheni is probably the most economically useful product cracking, As it is used in many different applications in society, plastics (polythanas) top page 4 as alkines of 3.1.6-as-canes for students, CO and invalid hydrogen) know that this pollution can be
removed from the use of autapriority that leads to the sulfer diacoside. Air causes pollution and understands how the cylinder can be removed by gases using silfer diacid that are called as bio-acid, matin and water-vanp greenhouse gases and these gases can contribute to global-waring alkans compounds that include only hydrogen and carbon. There are
three varieties al-Kunz, Alcania and Alcal. Alkins has a CH3 group at each end (plus the mathen is only a CH4) and fill the required number with CH2 groups. Top most reeds It is effectively a technical word for burning. The most organic compounds burn with the discount of chorin (haloganated) hydrogen. The production of full-recinproduces CO2 and H2O,
produces incomplete recrates CO, C and H2O (usually with unswitched compounds, where there is a limited supply of oxygen). C is a 'dirty flame' leaving carbon deposits on everything, CO toxic and CO2 is a greenhouse gas. C3H8 + 5O2 3CO2 + 4H2O is incomplete port where carbon is not fully oxidated. In this case, some carbon monoacid and carbon
can be established. Hydrogen always collects first and makes water. C3H8 + 4O2 CO2 + 2 CO + 4H2O The hydrogen recuse is a heat-like reaction process (otherwise there will not be much time to burn them to generate fuel and energy for heat). This is because the O-H bond is stronger than the C-H bond, and C = O bond is stronger than C-C. This means
that, C-C and C-H need bond break energy, but it is maximum by the energy released by the establishment of C = O and O-H bonds. The top internal rectogens use the hydrogen as fuel. We burn the components with petrol engine seicatin, C8H18, designed to increase many additives Performance, kindle, engine slip, etc. Always, petrol is the air mixture of
the beads that also cause the combination of nitrogen and oxygen in nitrogen production oxidse, nOx, which has a pollution health hazard as well as unburnd hydrogen and carbon monoxide gas, both of which have health risks. N2 + O2 2NO Not today, this route gasses are passing through an appropriate converter that responds to these gasses with each
other to make environment harmful and other compounds. 2CO + O2 2CO2 2NOx xO2 + N2 Unbernt Hydrocarbon Carbon Dioxide + Water Top Pollution Hydrocarbon Fields originally came from living cases and the living case contains amino acids, all elements in amino acids must also be present in the hydrocarbon compound found in crude oil. One of
these elements is the salfer. This irritation when fuel burns the production of silfer diacid, a toxic gas responsible for acid rain. This can be removed by passing the burning gasses through a dhanwala-Konthanang calcium acid. It is a basic acid which creates an ionic solid with sulfer diacid, which is easily removed as a white powder. QAO + SO2 CaSO3
Greenhouse Effect Top. Burning Geoasham Fuel Carbon Diaxide Production, an important partner in greenhouse effect. Greenhouse Effect Toppage 5 3.10 Unit 1 CHEM1 Foundation Chemistry-Table Introduction of Materials: This unit searches for basic principles that make up the chemistry base. As far as possible, candidates should perform the
experiment work to explain the ideological principles included in this unit. Their skill development is linked with detailed investigation and practical expertise in Unit 3. 3.1.1 Nuclear Structure 3.1.2 Relationship of Matter 3.1.3 3.1.4 Interval 3.1.5 Introduction To Organic Chemistry 3.1.6 Our IsisSoftware Questions About Alcans About The Past Nowsayam Next
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